Removal of ocular artifacts for high resolution EEG studies: a simulation study.
Eye movements and blinks may produce unusual voltage changes that propagates from the eyeball through the head as volume conductor up to the scalp electrodes, generating severe electroencephalographic artifacts. Several methods are now available to correct the distortion induced by these events on the EEG, having different advantages and drawbacks. The main focus of this work is to quantify the performance of the removal of EOG artifact due to the application of the independent component analysis (ICA) methodology. The precise quantification of the effects of artifact removal by ICA is possible by using a simulation setup, with a realistic head model, that it is able to mimic the occurrence of an eye blink. The electrical activity generated by the simulated eyeblink were propagated through the realistic head model and superimposed to a clean segment of EEG. Then, artifact removal was performed by using the ICA approach. Ocular artifact removal was evaluated in different operative conditions, characterized by different signal to noise ratio and number of electrodes. The error measures used were the relative error and the correlation coefficient between the clear, original EEG segment and those obtained after the application of the ICA procedure.